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Abstract
There is little consensus about how natural (e.g. productivity, disturbance) and anthropogenic (e.g. invasive

species, habitat destruction) ecological drivers influence biodiversity. Here, we show that when sampling is

standardised by area (species density) or individuals (rarefied species richness), the measured effect sizes

depend critically on the spatial grain and extent of sampling, as well as the size of the species pool. This

compromises comparisons of effects sizes within studies using standard statistics, as well as among studies

using meta-analysis. To derive an unambiguous effect size, we advocate that comparisons need to be made

on a scale-independent metric, such as Hurlbert’s Probability of Interspecific Encounter. Analyses of this

metric can be used to disentangle the relative influence of changes in the absolute and relative abundances

of individuals, as well as their intraspecific aggregations, in driving differences in biodiversity among com-

munities. This and related approaches are necessary to achieve generality in understanding how biodiversity

responds to ecological drivers and will necessitate a change in the way many ecologists collect and analyse

their data.
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INTRODUCTION

Perhaps more so than any other subfield of ecology, studies on the

ecological drivers that influence patterns of biodiversity are wrought

with ambiguity and debate. For example, despite decades of intense

empirical study and meta-analyses, there remains little consensus on

the magnitude and direction of the influence of the most important

natural drivers of biodiversity, including habitat productivity

(Whittaker 2010; Adler et al. 2011), disturbance (Svensson et al.

2012; Fox 2013), heterogeneity (Hortal et al. 2009; Allouche et al.

2012) and habitat area (Scheiner et al. 2011; Triantis et al. 2012;

Proenc�a & Pereira 2013). Likewise, the magnitudes of the effects of

anthropogenic drivers of biodiversity loss are highly variable

(Murphy & Romanuk (2012) and often controversial, including

effects of invasive species (Davis et al. 2011; Powell et al. 2011;

Simberloff et al. 2013) and habitat destruction (He & Hubbell 2011;

Rybicki & Hanski 2013). Because of the high degree of variability

across studies, ecologists have not been able to conclusively answer

some of the field’s most important questions. For example, is biodi-

versity in certain types of ecosystems (e.g. biodiversity hotspots,

islands) more susceptible to anthropogenic effects than others? Are

certain taxa or functional groups of species more influenced by eco-

logical drivers than others? Are some types of natural or anthropo-

genic ecological drivers more important to biodiversity than others?

The majority of empirical studies aimed at quantifying the magni-

tudes of effects of ecological drivers on biodiversity quantify differ-

ences in species richness, or related metrics that vary with species

richness (e.g. Shannon’s diversity entropy). However, the values of

these biodiversity metrics are not constant, and are well known to

be influenced both by spatial grain (the size of sampling unit) and

spatial extent (the total area encompassed) of the study (See the

Glossary for definitions of italicised words) (e.g. Palmer & White

1994; Lande 1996; Scheiner et al. 2000; Gotelli & Colwell 2001). To

remedy the scale-dependence in biodiversity metrics, the typical pro-

tocol among empirical ecologists is to standardise sampling effort

between communities (e.g. Gotelli & Colwell 2001; Magurran &

McGill 2011; Colwell et al. 2012). Species density, for example, refers

the numbers of species in a given standardised sampling area, and

rarefied richness refers to the numbers of species in a sample once the

sampling effect is controlled by standardising the numbers species

for a given number of individuals sampled. If sampling effort is not

standardised, richness extrapolations are often used to estimate the

numbers of species if sampling were more complete. These standar-

dised values, then, are assumed to give an unbiased estimate of the

differences (effect sizes) among communities and are used for

statistical analyses and meta-analyses.

Although there is undoubtedly idiosyncrasy in how biodiversity

responds to ecological drivers, here, we argue that much of the con-

fusion and debate about the direction and magnitude of biodiversity

responses might result from the fact that effect sizes measured

using standardised analytical procedures are themselves scale-depen-

dent. Two factors undermine the utility of effect sizes calculated

from area- and individual-controlled estimates of biodiversity. First,

in any given community, the number of species increases with

increasing sampling grain and extent, known as the species accumula-

tion curve (SAC), but it does so in a nonlinear, decelerating way.

Except for the numerically implausible case where the SACs

between two communities are exactly parallel, the difference

between communities when measured at one grain or extent will

differ from that at a different grain or extent, creating bias and

ambiguity in the measured effect size (e.g. Cao et al. 2007; Sandel &

Smith 2009; Giladi et al. 2011; Powell et al. 2013). For example,
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Powell et al. (2013) showed that invasive plant species have large

effects on native species biodiversity when data were measured at

small spatial grains (i.e. 1–10 m2; which is the most common sam-

pling grain used in invasion studies; Powell et al. 2011), but that this

effect dissipated when data were measured at larger grains (i.e. 250–
500 m2). Likewise, Dumbrell et al. (2008) showed that butterfly spe-

cies richness was not strongly influenced by forest disturbance due

to logging at the smallest extents, but the effect sizes increased at

larger sampling extents. Second, while it has not been explicitly

quantified, there are reasons to expect that the size of species pool

size might influence the measured effect sizes at a given spatial

grain/extent regardless of the true magnitude of the effects. For

example, a standardised sampling protocol will sample a much smal-

ler proportion of a community with a large species pool compared

to a community with a smaller species pool, underestimating the

true difference between the communities (Chao & Jost 2012). Like-

wise, localities from communities with larger species pools are prob-

abilistically more likely to deviate from null expectations than those

from communities with smaller species pools (e.g. Swenson et al.

2006; Lessard et al. 2012). Thus, differences in effect sizes among

communities where the species pool varies may be confounded,

such as comparisons among taxa (e.g. animals vs. plants), ecosystem

types (e.g. aquatic vs. terrestrial) or biogeographic regions (e.g. tem-

perate vs. tropics).

The implications of scale-dependence and species pool depen-

dence on the effect sizes of ecological drivers on biodiversity are

twofold. First, it implies that comparing effect sizes in standard

analyses (e.g. t-tests, ANOVA), as well as among studies using meta-

analyses, are limited or even misleading because effect sizes depend

critically on choices of sampling grain and extent (e.g. Sandel &

Smith 2009; Whittaker 2010; Powell et al. 2011, 2013). Second,

understanding the nature of scale-dependence in response to eco-

logical treatments can help to elucidate some of the possible mecha-

nisms by which these treatments alter patterns of species’ absolute

and relative abundances, distributions and co-occurrences. The

shape of the SAC in a community is determined by the underlying

spatial distribution (occupancy and aggregation) and abundance

(both absolute and relative) of each species (Preston 1962; He &

Legendre 2002; Powell et al. 2011). As a result, any shifts in the

abundances and distributions of species due to ecological drivers

will be reflected in the shape of the SAC, which can allow some

inference into the nature by which a particular treatment alters pat-

terns of biodiversity (e.g. Powell et al. 2013).

In this article, we first show how the measured effect size (mag-

nitude of difference between communities) of an ecological driver

depends critically on both sampling grain/extent and the size of

the species pool for most biodiversity metrics. This severely limits

the utility of inferences made by statistical analyses comparing

effect sizes within empirical studies, as well as meta-analyses across

studies. For instance, in a single study of the influence of an eco-

logical driver on biodiversity, researchers could reach very different

conclusions about the magnitude (and even direction) of effect size

simply by choosing a different grain or extent of sampling, or by

comparing among taxa with differently sized species pools. Like-

wise, comparisons of the magnitude and direction of effect sizes in

meta-analyses will be confounded by ambiguous effect size mea-

surements due to variation in grain and extent of sampling in each

study, as well as differences in the size of the species pools among

studies. While many meta-analyses find systematic variation in effect

sizes among taxa (e.g. animals vs. plants), ecosystem types (e.g.

aquatic vs. terrestrial) or biogeographic regions (e.g. temperate vs.

tropical), these could just as likely to be due to differences in the

size of the species pool or systematic variation in sampling scale

among these comparisons rather than any inherent ecological differ-

ences. Next, we show how quantifying multiple biodiversity metrics

across several sampling scales can be used to better understand the

scale-dependent effect sizes of ecological drivers and the underlying

changes in species abundances and distributions that create these

patterns. We emphasise the utility of one metric in particular, the

Effective Number of Species (ENS) calculated from Hurlbert’s (1971)

Probability of Interspecific Encounter (PIE). This metric can provide an

unambiguous measure of the effect size of an ecological driver on

biodiversity regardless of spatial scale and species pool size, and

can be used to disentangle the relative influence of changes in the

total and relative abundances, as well as their spatial distributions,

on the response of biodiversity. Finally, we conclude with an expo-

sition on the relevance of this approach to several open questions

in biodiversity research, as well as point towards future directions

needed to fully elucidate the scale-dependent responses of biodiver-

sity to natural and anthropogenic ecological drivers.

ECOLOGICAL DRIVERS AND THE SPECIES ACCUMULATION

CURVE

There are multiple ways that investigators measure how biodiversity

increases with spatial scale (e.g. Scheiner et al. 2011). Here, we use a

nested SAC, where the numbers of species are counted in succes-

sively larger areas because it allows us to examine spatial grain and

extent in the same framework, and avoids confusion with other

types of species-area relationships, such as among islands or patches

of different sizes. Importantly, the SAC is simply a way to distil

information about the relative abundances and distributions of the

populations of species in the community of interest and place it in

an explicit spatial context; all other biodiversity metrics of interest

(e.g. a-, b-, c-diversity, diversity entropies, evenness) are numerical

derivatives of this relationship.

The shape of an SAC (and by extension, all other biodiversity

metrics) is determined by four fundamental properties of a given

community (e.g. Preston 1962; May 1975; He & Legendre 2002): (1)

The size of the species pool; this is determined both by regional/

historical factors such as meta-community size and speciation rates

as well as local biotic, environmental and dispersal limitation filters,

(2) The total number of individuals that can live in a defined area;

all else being equal, an area with more individuals will have more

species, (3) The distribution of commonness and rarity of species in

the community, known as the Species Abundance Distribution (SAD);

all else being equal, communities that have species that are more

equitable in their relative abundances (i.e. more even) have higher

diversity at smaller scales, but rise more slowly towards the maxi-

mum number of species in a given community (i.e. the species

pool), whereas more uneven communities have lower local diversity

but rise more rapidly towards the maximum level and (4) the degree

of intraspecific aggregation (i.e. ‘clumpiness’) in the spatial distribu-

tions of species; communities where individuals of a species are dis-

tributed at random (low aggregation) have higher diversity at

smaller scales but rise more slowly towards the maximum level,

while communities with higher levels of intraspecific aggregation,

where individuals of a species tend to co-occur more closely than
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expected at random (high aggregation), have lower local diversity

but rise more quickly towards the maximum. Thus, an ecological

driver that influences any one of these factors (or combinations

thereof) will change not just the position, but the overall shape of

the SAC, leading to scale-dependent effect sizes when comparing

two or more non-parallel SACs.

Although the vast majority of studies examining biodiversity’s

response to ecological drivers only compare values at one spatial

grain/extent, some empirical analyses have explicitly quantified the

scale-dependence of ecological drivers. One way that this has been

done is by quantifying and comparing the intercepts and slopes of

SACs among communities, (e.g. Ben�ıtez-Malvido & Mart�ınez-Ramos

2003; Carey et al. 2006; Dumbrell et al. 2008; Sandel and Corbin

2012, Powell et al. 2013). While useful, there are at least two limita-

tions to this approach. First, the SAC is often equated with the gen-

eralised species-area relationship and depicted as a power-law

(S = cAz where S is species, A is area and c and z are constants);

when logged, this power law is linear [log(S) = zlog(A) + log(c)],

where the slopes (z) and intercepts (c) are compared among sites.

However, because the power-law assumes there is no asymptote or

change in slope with increasing area, parameter estimates from it

may be biased on the spatial scales empiricists usually examine bio-

diversity (e.g. He & Legendre 1996, 2002). Second, changes in sev-

eral different underlying patterns, including difference in total and

relative abundances, as well as intraspecific aggregation, can lead to

similar changes in the shape of the SAC. Thus, quantifying differ-

ences in intercepts and slopes across treatments or communities

provide little insight into underlying processes by which ecological

drivers alter biodiversity without deeper analyses (e.g. Powell et al.

2013).

A second way in which the effects of ecological drivers have been

examined in a spatially explicit context is by partitioning diversity

into local (a-diversity) and regional (c-diversity) spatial scales, with a

particular focus on the scaling factor between the two, known as

b-diversity. This approach has also provided important insights into

scale-dependent effect sizes of several ecological drivers (e.g. Chase

& Leibold 2002; Tylianakis et al. 2006; Balata et al. 2007; Passy &

Blanchet 2007; Gardezi & Gonzalez 2008; Kraft et al. 2011). How-

ever, there is a great deal of confusion and debate about how to

estimate b-diversity and what it means and this confusion has mired

progress in this area (e.g. Jost 2007; Tuomisto 2010a,b; Veech &

Crist 2010; Anderson et al. 2011). Further, the values of any metric

of b-diversity, just like changes in the shape of the SAC, cannot

unambiguously indicate the underlying causes of change, such as

changes in total and relative abundances or aggregations, without

appropriate null models (e.g. Chase et al. 2011; Kraft et al. 2011).

Finally, comparisons of b-diversity in response to ecological drivers

cannot unambiguously identify the direction or magnitude of

changes because its values critically depend on the how local and

regional scales are defined (i.e. the grain and extent of sampling

effort; Loreau 2000; Scheiner 2003). For these reasons, we suggest

that analyses of b-diversity are limited in their ability to examine the

scale-dependent effects of ecological drivers on biodiversity, and

more continuous measures of biodiversity scaling are preferable.

For brevity, we do not explicitly consider influence of temporal

scale on biodiversity (i.e. with increasing time spent sampling a loca-

tion, more species will be found). As with spatial scaling, temporal

scaling can have large influence on estimates of biodiversity metrics

(e.g. White et al. 2010). However, the effects of increasing sampling

grain and extent in the temporal dimension will by-and-large mirror

the results we show below for spatial grain and extent, and thus

similar issues and solutions should be achievable.

COMPARISONS OF BIODIVERSITY METRICS ACROSS SCALES

Despite the recognised importance of sampling and spatial scale for

estimates of biodiversity (e.g. Lande 1996; Gotelli & Colwell 2001;

Olszewski 2004; Dauby & Hardy 2012), the majority of empirical

studies still compare and analyse the effect of ecological drivers on

biodiversity at a single sampling scale. The justification for doing so

rests on the fact that if sampling effort is maintained constant

between communities, the influence of scale is controlled by esti-

mating the density of species for a given area and/or can be con-

trolled richness rarefaction or extrapolation. It is not our intention

to compare each biodiversity metric across a range of sampling

grains and extents, or to explore all of the various ways by which

these metrics change when the factors underlying the SAC (e.g.

abundances, aggregations) are altered by ecological drivers. Instead,

our goal is to illustrate how the most commonly used approaches

for estimating and comparing effect sizes due to ecological drivers,

by standardising to species density or rarefied richness, provide

ambiguous results and misleading interpretations when considered

at a single spatial scale, but can be used to more definitively esti-

mate and compare effect sizes when spatial scale and abundance

data are explicitly considered.

To illustrate the scale-dependence of effect sizes of an ecological

driver, Fig. 1 presents an idealised comparison of two communities,

each with differently shaped, non-parallel SACs or rarefaction

curves as is typical in such comparisons. In this case, the difference

between the two communities is due to changes in the SAD (rare

species are disproportionately rarer in one community than the

other). The number of species is shown as a function of either sam-

pling area (species density) or the number of individuals (rarefied

richness) along the x-axis, and three sampling grains/extents are

shown; sample A, with a relatively small area or few individuals

sampled; sample B with an intermediate area/individuals sampled;

and, Sample C, with a larger area/individuals sampled. By compar-

ing these two curves, it is clear why effect sizes of either species

density or rarefied richness depend critically on the choice of grain/

extent of sampling and that standard statistical analyses and meta-

analyses comparing effect sizes will provide ambiguous answers. In

this case, effect sizes are small in sample A, highest in sample B,

and small again in sample C. Although not illustrated here, there

are also many scenarios where the effect size would just decrease

with sampling scale, increase with sampling scale, or even crisscross,

where the effect of an ecological driver shifts from positive to nega-

tive, or vice versa. The only case where effect sizes would not vary

with scale would be when two SACs are exactly parallel, which is

an improbable scenario; even when SACs are parallel in log-log

space, the measured effect size decreases with sampling area.

In addition to illustrating the problems of scale-dependence when

comparing effect sizes of species density and rarefied richness,

Fig. 1 also illustrates a metric that is much less scale-dependent.

Olszewski (2004) has shown that a metric devised to indicate the

degree of evenness in a community, Hurlbert’s (1971) PIE, repre-

sents the slope at the base of the rarefaction curve in a community

(depicted by arrows in the figure). PIE is a metric that essentially

asks ‘if two individuals are pulled from a community at random,
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what is the probability that they are of different species?’ A commu-

nity where the relative abundances of species are more even will

have a higher PIE than one where a few species dominate and this

is then reflected in the overall shape of their rarefaction curves.

Importantly, PIE is the complement of Simpson’s diversity index

(D), which measures the probability that two individuals are the

same species (PIE = 1�D), and is sometimes called the Gini-Simp-

son index (e.g. Jost 2006).

Because PIE represents the slope of the rarefaction curve at its

base, it is generally insensitive to sample grain/extent, just like Simp-

son’s index (Lande 1996; Lande et al. 2000), and thus the difference

in PIE between two communities can provide a scale-independent

metric of effect size. However, as emphasised by Jost (2006), com-

parisons of metrics such as PIE and other diversity entropies are not

meaningful in-and-of-themselves and must be converted into the

ENS. ENS represents the number of equally abundant species (i.e. a

perfectly even community) there would need to be to achieve the

same diversity value as the one obtained. If all species in a commu-

nity had exactly the same number of individuals, ENS would simply

be the total number of species in that community; as the level of

equitability decreases (estimated by PIE in this case), ENS becomes

increasingly less than richness (i.e. rare species count as only a frac-

tion of an ‘effective’ species). Although ENS based on Shannon’s

entropy has the most desirable mathematical properties (Jost 2006,

2007), it is more strongly influenced by sample size than Simpson’s

index and its derivatives (i.e. PIE) (Lande 1996; Dauby & Hardy

2012). Here, we use the ENS derived from Hurlbert’s PIE,

ENSPIE ¼ 1=
PS

i¼1 p
2
i , where S is the number of species and pi is the

proportion of the community represented by species i (Jost 2006;

Dauby & Hardy 2012). While the ENSPIE effect size is generally

insensitive to sample grain and extent when communities are distrib-

uted randomly, we will show below that sample grain and extent can

influence the values of PIE, leading to scale-dependent ENSPIE
effect sizes, when individuals are not spatially random (i.e. when

individuals are aggregated) (see also Olszewski 2004).

Finally, we note that an often used and important group of meth-

ods that ecologists frequently use to compare biodiversity among

two or more communities is to extrapolate species richness from

subsamples. This approach assumes that there is some ‘true’ rich-

ness that each community has, and there are several parametric and

nonparametric methods available to estimate this true richness

based on the subsets of area sampled (reviewed in Colwell et al.

2012). While this can often be useful, especially when comparing

among communities that have unequal sample size, we note that

richness extrapolations can often obscure several important differ-

ences among communities that lead to scale-dependent patterns (i.e.

the intercept and curvature of the SAC), and are limited when the

SAC is not asymptotic, and thus are less useful for discerning the

mechanisms by which ecological drivers alter biodiversity.

EFFECTS OF VARIATION IN ABSOLUTE ABUNDANCES, RELATIVE

ABUNDANCES AND AGGREGATION ON EFFECT SIZES

Figure 2 presents the results from simulations examining the three

primary mechanism by which an ecological driver can alter a spe-

cies’ SAC – absolute density, relative abundance and aggregations –
for two differently sized species pools. Each simulation [performed

in MATLAB (2011)] began with a ‘control’ community with an

SAC that asymptotes at either the lower (30) or higher (45) level of

richness in the species pool and whose slope is determined by a

log-series SAD of randomly distributed individuals (i.e. not aggre-

gated). We use Fisher’s et al. (1943) log-series, Y = (�1/log

(1�c)) 9 cX/X, where Y is the relative abundance of each species,

c is a coefficient (c = 0.9 for the control community) and X is the

rank of species (the qualitative conclusions do not hinge on the spe-

cific equation underlying the SAD). Individuals were sampled from

a spatial extent of 360 quadrats (with 80 individuals/quadrat ini-

tially) and quadrats were sequentially nested to increase the grain of

sampling. In each simulation run except for those manipulating spe-

cies aggregation, 80 individuals were allocated to each quadrat, and

the species identity of each individual was chosen randomly based

on its relative abundance; this information was used to create a

SAC. The curves in Fig. 2 (left panels) represent the average SAC

across 1000 replicate simulations.

Figure 2a shows the effect of simply reducing the density of indi-

viduals by 50% (i.e. to 40 individuals/quadrat) in response to a neu-

tral ecological driver (i.e. equal effects on all species). Figure 2b

shows the effect of an ecological driver that changes the SAD (but

not density of individuals) towards a less even community (e.g. rare

species more affected by the ecological driver, c = 0.85 in the log-

series equation). Figure 2c is the same as Fig. 2b, but examines a

more extreme change in the SAD (c = 0.70 in the log-series equa-

tion); in this case, some of the rarest species are not sampled in

spatial extent of the community (360 quadrats) and are thus consid-

ered locally extirpated. Figure 2d shows the effect of an ecological

driver that leads to aggregation of species in the community, but

does not change the density of individuals or the SAD. Aggregation

was achieved by choosing the species identity of each individual in

a quadrat based on both its relative abundance and by the identity

of the last species chosen (we increase the probability that this spe-

cies will be chosen again by multiplying its relative abundance by

A B C

ESC

ESB

ESA

ESPIE

Sample area (grain) or number of individuals

N
um

be
r o

f s
pe

ci
es

Figure 1 Hypothetical depiction of two communities that differ in their relative

abundance, but not total number, of species in a community; community 1 is

more even than community 2. The curves represent either the SAC (area

sampled) or the rarefaction curve (individuals sampled). Three sampling grains

are shown (a–c); Grain a is small compared to the extent of the community, but

is typical of many empirical studies (e.g. 1 m2 quadrats for vegetation), while b

and c represent progressively larger sampling grains. The standardised effect size

(labelled ES) for each sampling grain differs, showing that even when

standardised for sampling area and/or individuals measured effect sizes are

ambiguous. The slopes of the grey arrows emanating from the base of the

rarefaction curve are quantified using the PIE, and the effect size of this

difference (ESPIE) provides a scale-independent effect size unless communities

are differentially aggregated.
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eight). For brevity, each of these simulations only represents one

direction by which ecological drivers alter the SAC, though the

opposite effects (e.g. increases in the density of individuals,

increases in evenness or decreases in aggregation) largely mirror

those presented here.

In Fig. 2a (changing the density of individuals), Fig. 2b (moderate

change to the SAD), and Fig. 2d (changing aggregation), the qualita-

tive changes in the shape of the SACs in response to the ecological

driver are largely similar; fewer species coexist at the smallest grains,

but as sampling increased, the SACs converged. Figure 2c (dramatic

change to the SAD) showed that species richness differed between

the control and treatment even at the largest grain.

We present three measures of biodiversity and how the effect size

varies with increasing sampling grain in the right three columns of

Fig. 2. First, we present the effect size of species density at each

sampling scale as the log response ratio [ln(control density) � ln

(treatment density)]. For each mechanism in isolation, effect size on

species density was large at the smallest sampling grains and lowest

at the largest grain sizes. However, when the SAD was strongly

altered (Fig. 2g), effect sizes increased with grain in intermediate

extents, until they decreased at the largest extents and this effect

was pronounced with larger species pools. Importantly, for each

mechanism, the effect sizes at a single sampling grain were always

higher for the larger species pool than for the smaller species pool,

even though the underlying mechanisms by which an ecological dri-

ver alters a community was exactly the same. This emphasises that

the common practice of comparing and contrasting effect sizes in

single studies or in meta-analyses between communities (e.g. among

biogeographic regions or ecosystem types) or between different

groups of species in a community (e.g. among different taxonomic

groupings) that differ in the size of their species pool are misleading

even when sampling grain is kept constant. Thus, while species den-

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

(m)

(n)

(o)

(p)

Figure 2 Relationship between species richness or biodiversity effect size and log sampling scale (number of quadrats sampled). The species pool of the communities

represented is either 45 (grey symbols) or 30 (black symbols). This first column (a–d) shows species richness and sampling scale under a variety of treatments: control (80

individuals/quadrat, c in log series equation = 0.9, no aggregation), fewer individuals per quadrat (40 individuals/quadrat, c in log series equation = 0.9, no aggregation),

slightly less even SAD (80 individuals/quadrat, c in log series equation = 0.85, no aggregation), highly uneven SAD (80 individuals/quadrat, c in log series equation = 0.7,

no aggregation), and aggregation (80 individuals/quadrat, c in log series equation = 0.9, aggregation). The second column (e–h) shows the log ratio effect size for species

richness and sampling scale. Effect size is ln(control) � ln(treatment). The third column (I–l) shows the log ratio effect size for rarefied species richness and sampling

scale. The fourth column (m, n, o, p) shows the log ratio effect size for ENSPIE and sampling scale.
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sity is the most commonly used metric to compare the influence of

ecological drivers on biodiversity in empirical studies, it is clear that

it is the most variable and least informative for estimating and com-

paring the magnitude of effect sizes or for elucidating potential

mechanisms leading to the observed patterns.

Second, we present the log-ratio effect size of rarefied species

richness in the third column of Fig. 2. Species richness was rarefied

by sampling equal numbers of individuals per quadrat from both

the control and treatment plots (Gotelli & Colwell 2001). When the

ecological driver influences a community only by reducing the den-

sity of individuals, then the rarefied species richness effect size is

zero and does not change with sampling grain regardless of the size

of the species pool (Fig. 2, top row). For all other mechanisms

examined in Fig. 2, the ecological driver did not influence individual

density, and thus the rarefied species richness effect size relationship

with sample grain is identical to the species density effect size rela-

tionship with sample grain. Thus, although differences in effect

sizes of rarefied richness can also depend on sampling grain (e.g. if

the SAD or aggregation changes), comparing this measure of effect

size to the species density effect size allows one mechanism (the

role of changes in the density of individuals) behind shifts in the

SAC to be discerned.

Third, we present the log-ratio effect sizes of the ENSPIE. Because

PIE represents the base of the rarefaction curve, it controls for differ-

ences in the total density of individuals. As such, when an ecological

driver influences a community only by reducing the density of indi-

viduals, the effect size of ENSPIE is zero and does not change with

sampling grain (Fig. 2m). When an ecological driver decreases the

evenness of a community, it reduces the ENSPIE, resulting in an

effect size of ENSPIE that is positive, but does not change with sam-

pling grain. The magnitude of the ENSPIE effect size depends on the

magnitude of changes in the SAD, as can be seen by comparing

Fig. 2n,o. Importantly, the magnitude ENSPIE effect sizes were the

same between communities with disparately sized species pools when

the underlying strengths of effects on the SAD were the same. The

constancy of ENSPIE effect sizes across sample grain and species

pool size was expected given its scale-independence (e.g. Dauby &

Hardy 2012). Finally, when an ecological driver leads to aggregation

in a community, this reduced the ENSPIE at small, but not larger spa-

tial scales, resulting in an ENSPIE effect size relationship that

decreases with sampling scale (Fig. 2p). This is because aggregation

causes species to appear absent or rare at smaller sampling grains

even though they have not changed their relative abundance across

the extent of the sampled community. Once sampling grain is large

enough, these last species are sampled and the difference in ENSPIE
between the two communities disappears.

Figure 3 shows the relationship between species richness or effect

sizes with sampling scale when combinations of the factors that

influence the shape of the SAC – the density of individuals, relative

abundance, or aggregation – are altered pairwise combinations or all

three together. This illustrates that comparing how several different

metrics of biodiversity, and their effect sizes, vary with sampling

scale can provide information about the mechanisms that underlie

how an ecological driver influences communities. Comparing spe-

cies density effect size relationship to the rarefied richness effect

size curve (second and third columns in Fig. 3) allows one to deter-

mine whether ecological drivers alter the shape of the SAC by

changing the density of individuals. If the density of individuals is

not changed by an ecological driver, then these curves are identical

(e.g. third row of Fig. 3). The intercept and the shape of the

ENSPIE effect size relationship with sample scale provide informa-

tion about how the ecological driver alters the SAD and aggregation

of the community. When the effect size at the largest sampling scale

deviates from zero, the ecological driver altered the SAD and thus

altered the ENSPIE in the community. If the effect size does not

change with sampling grain or extent, then the ecological driver has

not changed the propensity for species to aggregate (e.g. due to

habitat heterogeneity or frequency-dependent interactions). How-

ever, when the shape of the relationship is not flat, then the ecolog-

ical driver altered the aggregation of the community. In this case,

the overall effect size of the driver can still be determined by calcu-

lating the ENSPIE randomised across the extent of all sampled units

(i.e. the effect size measured at the furthest point along the x-axis

of Fig. 3, see also Olszewski 2004).

TOWARDS AN EMPIRICAL PROTOCOL FOR MEASURING AND

ANALYZING IMPACTS OF ECOLOGICAL DRIVERS ON

BIODIVERSITY

It is well known that the values obtained with most biodiversity

metrics depend on spatial grain and extent (e.g. Lande 1996; Scheiner

et al. 2000; Gotelli & Colwell 2001; Lande et al. 2000; Olszewski

2004; Jost 2006, 2007; Dauby & Hardy 2012). However, most empiri-

cal studies that measure multiple ecological treatments, as well as

meta-analyses among those experiments, still assume that reporting

biodiversity metrics that are standardised for sampling effort (i.e.

through area- or individual-standardised analyses) is sufficient to

provide a robust estimate of the effect size of the treatment on biodi-

versity. Our results emphasise that this is not the case; effect sizes

vary with sampling grain and extent for most of the commonly

reported biodiversity metrics. Thus, the majority of studies that have

been performed cannot be used to unambiguously define the

magnitude (and sometimes even direction) of the effect size of an

ecological driver on biodiversity. This means that researchers study-

ing the same exact system and point in time can get a different

answer on the effect of an ecological driver depending on the (often

arbitrary) chosen sampling grain and/or extent using standard statisti-

cal tools and corrections (see also Cao et al. 2007; Sandel & Smith

2009; Giladi et al. 2011; Powell et al. 2011, 2013).

In addition, it is usually assumed that standardising sampling

effort is sufficient to provide a robust and comparable effect sizes

when species pools differ, such as across biogeographic zones (e.g.

latitude, island size), environmental gradients (e.g. productivity),

ecosystem types (e.g. aquatic vs. terrestrial) or taxonomic groupings

(e.g. animals vs. plants). However, our results emphasise that com-

parisons of biodiversity responses to ecological drivers are strongly

confounded by the size of the species pool. Thus, a study could

conclude that an ecological driver has a greater effect on biodiver-

sity of one taxon compared to another, or one ecosystem compared

to another, when in reality, the underlying mechanisms by which

the driver influences the community are the same. Or it could con-

clude that the effects of the ecological driver are the same, when in

reality, they are quite different. Thus, the standard practice of com-

paring effect sizes among different groups of species within a site,

or among sites with differently sized species pools in a single study

with a common sampling grain using standard statistical approaches

for measuring and comparing effect sizes (e.g. t-tests, ANOVA), and

of comparing the magnitude of effect sizes among taxonomic
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grouping, ecosystem types or biogeographic zones in meta-analyses

when species pool sizes differ, can in fact, be quite misleading.

Next, we outline the necessary steps to gain less ambiguous infor-

mation so that we can better understand how ecological drivers

influence biodiversity across scales.

Collect abundance, coverage and/or biomass data and keep it

separated by spatial location

Here, we advocate that it is essential, not just preferable, to mea-

sure the total density and relative abundance of individuals (or

some estimate thereof) of species in the community, as well as their

spatial locations, to obtain unbiased and interpretable effect sizes of

ecological drivers on biodiversity. This has been emphasised by

many mathematical ecologists who have recognised the severe sam-

ple-size bias that emerge when values of species richness are used

for comparisons (e.g. Lande 1996; Jost 2006, 2007; Dauby & Hardy

2012). However, most empiricists still collect and compare differ-

ences in the numbers of species between samples (i.e. species den-

sity) because such comparisons seem to make the most intuitive

sense and the data are typically easier to collect and analyse. Unfor-

tunately, presence–absence data at a single spatial scale do not allow

us to unambiguously quantify the magnitude (and sometimes even

direction) of effect sizes of an ecological driver, nor can they be

used to make comparisons of those effect sizes within or among

communities. Presence–absence data at multiple spatial scales across

communities, such as those used to construct and compare slopes

and intercepts of SACs across communities, provide more informa-

tion, but still do not allow an explicit consideration of the possible

mechanisms that might lead to shifts in the SAC (i.e. changes in

density, relative abundance or aggregation). Although comparisons

of rarefied species richness, controlling for the numbers of individ-

uals, provides information on how changes in the number of indi-

viduals alters species numbers, this does not provide an unbiased

estimate of differences between communities because the value

depends critically on sampling grain and extent. Comparisons of

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

(m)

(n)

(o)

(p)

Figure 3 Relationship between species richness or biodiversity effect size and log sampling scale (number of quadrats sampled). The species pool of the communities

represented is 30. This first column (a–d) shows species richness and sampling scale under a variety of treatment combinations: control (80 individuals/quadrat, c in log

series equation = 0.9, no aggregation), fewer individuals per quadrat (40 individuals/quadrat), less even SAD (c in log series equation = 0.85), and aggregation. The effect

sizes shown in columns 2–4 are identical to those described in Fig. 1 and always represent ln(control) � ln(treatment combination).
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the slope of the rarefaction curves at the base (estimated by PIE)

are much less scale-dependent. Finally, spatially explicit data on the

densities and relative abundances of individuals are most useful,

because these data allow us to discern the importance of aggrega-

tion as a mechanism by which an ecological driver influences biodi-

versity patterns. However, in the absence of spatially explicit data,

randomisations of ENSPIE calculated from relative abundance data

(or related metrics) across sample plots within a community can

still provide unambiguous effect size measurements when rando-

mised across the level of the entire extent of sampling.

Standardising effect size measurements

In order to fully understand how an ecological driver alters the

shape of the SAC, three unambiguous effect sizes can be measured;

changes in the density of individuals, changes in the relative

abundance of individuals and changes in the aggregations among

individuals.

(1)The effect size on the density of individuals. If there are differ-

ences in the shape of the SAC between communities, but no differ-

ences in the relationship between rarefied richness and sample

grain, this implies that the entire SAC difference is simply due to

differences in the density of individuals. Thus, this effect size mea-

sure gives an estimate of the contribution of changes in density to

the shift in SACs and measured effect sizes

(2)The effect size of ENSPIE. PIE represents the slope at the base

of the rarefaction curve (Olszewski 2004), and thus controls for dif-

ferences in the numbers of individuals, indicating the degree to

which the relative abundances of species (i.e. SAD) have changed

across treatments. In cases where ecological drivers do not alter the

level of aggregation among species, effect sizes of ENSPIE are lar-

gely scale-independent, and are also independent of species pool

size (Figs 2 and 3), providing an unambiguous effect size for single

studies and meta-analyses. However, when an ecological driver alters

the aggregations among species, the effect size of ENSPIE is also

biased by sample grain (Figs 2p and 3n–p). In such cases, an unam-

biguous effect size of an ecological driver on the relative abun-

dances of species in the entire community can be estimated by

randomising samples among sites, or simply by lumping all of the

individuals from every sample taken into a single analysis of

ENSPIE (i.e. the effect size measured at the furthest point along the

x-axis in Figs 2 and 3). We also note that the process of extinction

debt (i.e. the slow decline of a species’ abundance towards local

extinction) will influence the magnitude by which an ecological dri-

ver influences the relative abundances of species in a community

and thus the measured ENSPIE effect size. An ecological driver

might appear to have a minimal influence on the relative abundance

of species shortly after environmental conditions are changed, how-

ever, the effect on relative abundance will be much more dramatic

after enough time has passed for local extinctions to appear.

(3)the effect size of an ecological driver on the degree of aggrega-

tion among species. The degree of aggregation or heterogeneity

within a community can strongly influence the shape of the SAC

and differences among communities in their degree of aggregation

is one of the main mechanisms by which SAC curves can intersect

(i.e. an aggregated community can have fewer species at smaller

scales but more species at larger scales than an unaggregated com-

munity) (Lande et al. 2000). The aggregation among species within a

community can be measured by comparing the ENSPIE estimated

from within one or a few samples arranged close together to the

ENSPIE randomised across the extent of the community (Figs 2 and

3, see also Olszewski 2004). If the values of ENSPIE within samples

are similar to those across samples, individuals in the community are

dispersed reasonably randomly, whereas if the within sample values

of ENSPIE are much higher (i.e. more uneven) than the across sam-

ple values, then aggregation is playing an important role in the shape

of the SAC. We caution, however, that this effect size is the most

tenuous of those we have advocated because it is contingent on the

choice of sampling grain and extent, and in particular their ratios

(just as measures of b-diversity depend on the often arbitrary choices

of the scale at which a- and c-diversity are measured; Loreau 2000).

Nevertheless, the effect size measured from ENSPIE randomised

from the total sample of individuals from across the community

extent provides the best understanding of the overall effect of eco-

logical drivers. If only one effect size can be measured, we advocate

this as the most important for use in statistical analyses and meta-

analyses because it is the least ambiguous across sample grains and

species pools.

CONCLUSIONS

Our study builds on a two important findings from previous litera-

ture: (1) Changes in absolute abundances, relative abundances and

aggregations of species will alter the shape of the SAC (e.g. He &

Legendre 2002) and (2) most metrics of biodiversity are influenced

by the sample grain and spatial extent of the study (e.g. Gotelli &

Colwell 2001; Olszewski 2004; Dauby & Hardy 2012). We highlight

the implications of these findings for the measurement and interpre-

tation of biodiversity effect sizes. Any factor that influences the

total abundance, relative abundance and/or aggregation of species

within a community will shift the overall shape of its SAC (i.e. its

intercepts and curvature), such that SACs of different communities

will not be parallel. As a result, estimates of the difference in biodi-

versity between two or more communities (i.e. its effect size) are

usually scale-dependent, even when sampling is standardised. Values

of effect size from statistical tests and syntheses of these effect sizes

in meta-analyses will be ambiguous and even misleading. Further,

differences in the size of the species pool between groups com-

pared within a study (e.g. animals vs. plants), across ecosystem types

(e.g. aquatic vs. terrestrial) or across biogeographic zones (e.g. tem-

perate vs. tropical communities) compromise interpretation of effect

size similarities and differences. In all, despite decades of intense

investigation, the limitations of current analytical techniques through

standardised sampling at single spatial scales have left us with very

limited insight on the nature by which natural and anthropogenic

factors influence patterns of biodiversity.

Despite these limitations, we are optimistic that new syntheses

will be forthcoming. For example, debates about the relative inten-

sity of species extinctions that result from habitat destruction centre

around whether rare species are disproportionately affected by habi-

tat loss (e.g. Rybicki & Hanski 2013) or SADs remain constant (e.g.

He & Hubbell 2011). Empirical results on this issue have been

equivocal, but this could be due to differences across studies in the

spatial grain measured and the size of the species pools being exam-

ined. More information could be gleaned from the empirical litera-

ture by comparing the effect sizes of ENSPIE due to changes in

habitat size to determine whether the overall shape of the SAD

changes. Likewise, although patterns of how species richness varies
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with increasing productivity at small spatial grains are highly idio-

syncratic (e.g. Whittaker 2010; Adler et al. 2011), several empirical

studies have suggested that more productive systems have higher

levels of intraspecific aggregation, leading to larger effect sizes of

productivity at larger relative to smaller spatial scales (e.g. Chase &

Leibold 2002; Chalcraft et al. 2008; Gardezi & Gonzalez 2008).

Comparing the effect sizes of ENSPIE within and among spatial

scales in many different systems could allow an exploration of gen-

erality in this pattern. Once we gain a better understanding of the

patterns of how biodiversity responds to both natural and anthro-

pogenic variation in the environment, through its influence on total

abundances, relative abundances and spatial distributions of species,

we can move forward to forge understanding of the mechanisms

that influence these patterns, and how they vary through space and

time.
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Glossary

Species density

The number of species in a given standardised amount of area. Note,

however, density needs to be compared on the scale at which it was

measured; converting density to smaller areas (e.g. species/m2) will

give misleading answers.

Nested Species Accumulation Curve (SAC)

The curve that depicts how species accumulate as successively more

area is sampled. Smaller areas are subsumed within larger areas, and

thus it is a nested measurement.

Species Abundance Distribution (SAD)

The proportional abundances of species in a community, which is

usually dominated by a few common species, and then populated

by many rare species. The shape of the SAD changes as the relative

evenness of the community changes.

Intraspecific Aggregation

The degree to which individuals of a species are ‘clumped’ or

distributed randomly in a community.

Rarefied Richness

The number of species in a community once any differences in the

numbers of individuals among communities is controlled.

Richness Extrapolations

Parametric and nonparametric techniques developed to take

observations of species numbers and relative abundance with

limited sampling effort and projecting how many species are

expected in the entire community.

Effective Number of Species (ENS)

An index of the numbers of species in a community that explicitly

accounts for the fact that rare species have a disproportionate effect

on measures of species richness, but not other diversity-based

analyses. The ENS represents the number of equally abundant

species (i.e. a perfectly even community) there would need to be to

achieve the same diversity value as the one obtained. If the

abundances of all species in a community were exactly identical,

ENS would simply be the total number of species in that

community; as the level of evenness decreases, ENS becomes

increasingly less than richness (i.e. rare species count as only a

fraction of an ‘effective’ species)
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